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THULE ENROUTE CAMERA BACKPACK 25L

Thule EnRoute  
Camera Backpack 25L
TECB125
A versatile everyday backpack with protection for your 
camera and laptop, perfect for traveling or daily use 
around town.

1. Customizable storage for a DSLR or mirrorless camera with 
adjustable, origami-inspired dividers

2. Quickly access camera gear on-the-go with side zippered entry

3. Protective camera pod can be removed to leave camera behind 
or to carry camera in another bag

4. Protect and quickly access a laptop up to 15.6" and tablet up to 
10.5" in separate padded compartment

5. Adjust the size of the pack to fit a variety of loads with the 
magnetic roll-top closure

6. Securely hold a tripod or water bottle in the side zip-away pocket

7. Carry in comfort with ergonomically padded shoulder straps  
and backpanel

8. Carry backpack safely on top of rolling luggage using integrated 
luggage pass-through

9. Access different portions of main compartment through 
secondary zipper openings

10. Easily locate items thanks to the brightly colored interior lining

MODEL NUMBER COLOR CATEGORY
3203904
3203905

Black 
Dark Forest 

Camera Bags & Cases 

REPLACES AVAILABLE (US) AVAILABLE (CAN)
New 4/1/19 4/1/19

EXTERNAL PRODUCT DIMS (L X D X H)
11.8 x 7.9 x 18.9 in  30.0 x 20.0 x 48.0 cm

INTERNAL PRODUCT DIMS (L X D X H)
N/A N/A

PACKAGING DIMS (L X D X H)
11.8 x 7.9 x 19.7 in  30.0 x 20.0 x 50.0 cm

PRODUCT WEIGHT PRODUCT VOLUME
3.0 lbs / 1.38 kg 1526 cu in / 25L

PACKAGING TYPE MATERIALS
Hangtag Nylon

MASTER CARTON QTY UPC / EAN CODE
2 085854243926 (Black)

085854243933 (Dark Forest)

MASTER CARTON WEIGHT
8.15 lbs / 3.7 kg  

MASTER CARTON DIMS
20.1 x 13.4 x 12.6 in 51.0 x 34.0 x 32.0 cm

MASTER CARTON VOLUME
1.9595 cu ft 0.0555 cbm

POLY BAG RETAIL
Yes $84.95 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN WARRANTY CONTENTS
Vietnam Limited Lifetime 1 bag

KEYWORDS
Camera backpack, DSLR backpack, DSLR Camera, Mirrorless Camera, 
Drone backpack, drone, removable camera pod, protective camera pod, 
quick access, quick camera access, customizable storage, adjustable 
dividers, Nikon camera, Canon camera, ergonomic padding, thickly 
padded, comfortable padding, padded shoulder straps, hidden lash 
points, hi vis lining, brightly colored interior, SafeZone, tripod storage, 15" 
laptop, 15 inch laptop, 15.6 laptop, laptop storage, laptop compartment, 
10.5" tablet, 10 inch tablet, tablet storage, iPad storage, rolltop, roll-top 
closure, magnetic closure, additional entry points, multiple access points, 
secondary zippers, secondary zipper openings, luggage pass through, 
luggage attachment, storage pocket, quick access pocket, adjustable 
sternum strap, cord management
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